POSITIONING OR REPOSITIONING
THE SCIENCE OF POSITIONING REAL ESTATE ASSETS TO ACHIEVE FULL POTENTIAL
Positioning and repositioning is the basis for a shopping centre’s product definition, architecture and design;
as well as its value proposition, mix structure, and the services it offers. It defines customer relationships,
marketing strategies, actions and events. A shopping centre’s given positioning is not static through its
lifetime.
With more than 30 years of experience in the management of multiple properties, Sonae Sierra has devised
a successful methodology for positioning or repositioning retail assets that enables them to achieve their full
potential.

ACCORDING TO OUR APPROACH, THERE ARE FOUR KINDS OF SHOPPING CENTRES:

FULL EXPERIENCE
Distinguished by regional reference points, these are usually large
shopping centres with a significantly diverse or complete offer.

SONAE SIERRA
Sonae Sierra is the
international company
dedicated to develop
and service vibrant
real estate properties.
With more than 30 years
of experience Sonae Sierra
is able to offer services across
the entire property
lifecycle, including
investment, architecture
and engineering, property
management and
sustainability services.

FASHION
Schemes with a focus on the best fashion brands,
on-trend stores, blended successfully with lifestyle.

SHOPPING
CENTRES

LEISURE
Built around the customer experience, these centres
offer escape from a regular routine and comprehensive
leisure activities.

CONVENIENCE
These are usually neighbourhood shopping centres serving daily
needs, such as groceries, errands, small purchases, and family leisure.

Sonae Sierra’s skilled teams can provide expert advice about the best way to attract top tenants and brands,
a centre’s overall look and feel, and ensure that the offer remains appealing throughout an asset’s lifecycle.

RELEVANT
TENANTS
TARGET
VISITORS

SHOPPING
CENTRE
COMPETITION – Positioning
is important to differentiate
an asset from the competition,
and bring something relevant
and innovative to the catchment
area.

• A long term and reliable
partnership with all
stakeholders.
• Sharing our experience
and know-how with clients
serving their interests.
• Proven experience on own
projects ensure the right
advice for investors.

OUR FOCUS INCLUDES:

TARGET VISITORS – Understanding
consumers in each catchment area
is key. This can be done by creating
groups of prospects with similar
wants and needs, and targeting
the largest amount in order to
attract them to our assets.

THE PARTNER
OF CHOICE

COMPETITION

RELEVANT TENANTS – The right tenants are key
in positioning an access for success. Comprising the
beating heart of a shopping centre, tenants that
match the catchment area profiles and the
chosen positioning are the main goal.
Sonae Sierra strives to introduce novelty and
market-leading concepts in order to
innovate in this area.

OWNERS

OWNERS – Owners want assets
to succeed and gain the highest market
share possible. Positioning a shopping
centre correctly produces a superior
performance and therefore a higher
probability of success.

• Delivering outstanding
shared value leveraged by
a sustainability driven
strategy.
• Flexibility drives our
approach for the best
solution.

POSITIONING OR REPOSITIONING
NOVA ARCADA, BRAGA, PORTUGAL

THE SCIENCE OF POSITIONING REAL ESTATE ASSETS TO ACHIEVE FULL POTENTIAL

OUR EXPERIENCE

VALLE REAL, SANTANDER, SPAIN

Nova Arcada is a shopping centre with excellent Fashion credentials. Our analysis
awarded it a good score in terms of Full Experience, thanks to differentiating
factors such as its good Leisure mix, a hospital and an IKEA store. However, taking
into account the strong Fashion offer of its competitors in the catchment, it made
sense to position Nova Arcada as a Leisure asset. The centre’s strategy in this
area today includes a focus on cinemas, a large playground, a health club which
includes kids’ activities such as dance and Taekwondo, and a broad F&B area.
Nova Arcada offers essential offers a range of entertainment all in one place. This
positioning fulfils customer desires to ‘have a break’ and ‘lose track of time’ while
shopping and wandering, according to our study.

PARKLAKE, BUCHAREST, ROMANIA

Valle Real was a Leisure-focused shopping centre which saw an opportunity to
differentiate from its competitors in the catchment area. Rival centres offer both
Leisure and Convenience; Valle Real took the chance to convert its cinema into
further space for fashion tenants and welcomed Primark as an anchor, expanding
its fashion GLA from 14,500 m2 to 18,000 m2. This, along with the presence of
other important brands, helped drive its repositioning in the Fashion segment.
Now the centre is 67% fashion, up from 48% previously. Valle Real is today
associated with a trendy lifestyle, distinguished by leading events and a cool
communication strategy, which attracts the most fashion-conscious shoppers in
the catchment.

ParkLake is a recently constructed shopping centre in Bucharest offering a wide
range of services and retail alongside an attractive city park setting. Its main
competitors have distinguished themselves in terms of their Fashion and Leisure
offer. Strategically, in terms of space and its complete offer, ParkLake identifies
better as a Full Experience centre. ParkLake’s debut had a strong impact on the
city, and its dynamic environment includes a decent range of all retail and leisure
categories. From innovative aspects such as its food court and dance studio to
sports fields and even a passport service store, it has a strong reputation for
leisure and free time. Importantly, it boasts the most up-to-date offer in the
region and a wide variety, suiting all ages, budget and gender as a ‘one stop shop’.
The park environment cements its sustainable credentials.

Our positioning strategy aims to win mindshare in the market through creating a diverse offer, which captures customer interest more quickly than
presenting something which is already available. In our experience, consumers want the best products and differentiation inspires loyalty.

YOUR PARTNER IN POSITIONING OR REPOSITIONING PROJECTS, BOOSTING ASSET VALUE FOR
OUR CLIENTS. WE OFFER YOU INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS TO TACKLE DOWN YOUR NEEDS:
Architecture and Engineering Services: The partner of choice from the very first step. With world-class analysts, architects, engineers and
development managers, we are specialised in creating real estate projects that reflect the locations, cultures and communities in which we
build them.
Property Management Services: Extensive experience in managing vibrant places. With state-of-the-art knowledge and practices, we aim
to always offer our clients a strong return through leasing, operation and marketing services.
Investment Management Services: Sound financial advisory to offer solutions, unlock value and boost growth. Delivering first class
investment management services for several assets across Europe, we are able to identify and implement value creation opportunities,
delivering attractive returns.
Sustainability Services: Sustainable solutions to increase value creation. From the very beginning, we implement sustainable solutions
recognised as best in class, allowing real estate properties to be built and managed in the most efficient way, generating value for our clients.

WWW.SONAESIERRA.COM

